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Another word for efficiency and effective

Login (microbiology) the ability of bacteria to be genetically transferable. The property of being effective, of achieving results. The state of being productive. state or condition to be effective. The quality of being effective. Springiness; (uncountable) the ability to produce the desired amount of effect. Efficiency is defined as
having experience, being very skilled or knowledgeable in a particular topic. (Physiology) synthetic susceptibility, especially the ability of the nerve to transmit a wave of excitement. The online ad performance measure that represents a single click of an online ad to the intended URL. Potential energy is defined as
mechanical energy, stored energy, or energy from its location. (--- R.C.Ch) Granted permission to bishop, priest, etc.the performance of confirmed works or tasks otherwise forbidden to its process of interest the relationship from consequence to expenditure allows the ability to make a profit. The amount produced or
produced; Inefficient inability to do something; quality or condition of being incapacitated by a state of being incapacitated. (Cinematography) they are produced by technical means (as in a special effect) quality being efficient and quality being strong quality being effective (Psychol.) emotion or feeling attached to the idea,
object, etc. The ratio of output strength of a device that performs useful work for input power: used in evaluating the performance of a talent machine or ability that has the ability to develop or use: state or quality capacity. The power source used to operate a machine or other system. Quality or condition to be strong.
Process or work, usually with regard to the effectiveness, of machine the quality of being appropriate. The definition of adaptability is a feature that allows something or someone to change according to need or environment. The status of being comprehensive ability to work or strong activity: (counting) insufficient quality;
fuel error efficiency (related) operating costs (related) quality or condition being sufficient to search for another word for efficiency. On this page you can discover 53 synonyms, synonyms, idioms, and words related to efficiency, such as: productivity, efficiency, effectiveness, productivity, ability, effectiveness, efficiency,
flexibility, responsiveness, and effectiveness. Have an advanced degree of competence or excellence, such as in art, profession, profession or learning branch. A send or select the execution of some object Progress. Performed by paid people: effective in achieving specific results; Used with from : The definition of an
appropriate thing is appropriate or expected. (ii) Production of the desired or able effect; the existence of the intended result; actual termination; the end (of the world or from life). Appropriate or adequate qualifications; Able to achieve and maintain an erection that allows for sexual intercourse. Used from male. Having or
showing intelligent or resourceful awareness, especially in practical matters. A well-designed designer is defined as unable to have intercourse. High enough strengths to meet the condition or meet the need. Designed to conform to the features of the definition of qualified means recognized, accredited, capable of
performing a particular function or task, or limited or non-absolute means. The list is actual; of or energy-related. Presence or show skill; Expert status. The presence of the required skill befits skilled craftsmen or artisans; The presence of sufficient skilled or expert energy; efficiency: able or suitable to use or put into
practice; useful: the active definition is a person, something or an idea that moves, in motion or change. Characterized by constant change, activity or progress: fast and decision. It's hard to deal with; This fits a purpose, occasion, condition, fitness or otherwise; Use of cards: Production or sufficient to produce the desired
effect. Able to give a long service; Service: The definition of saving is something that saves or is good value. Booming industry and nodding; Providing employment or reducing physical work having a significant monetary or material value for use or exchange: defining convenience is a convenient and convenient thing,
even if it is not the best option. Easy to manage or handle. Used from a ship. tend to cause or achieve something about. Contribution: Designed or arranged to provide less resistance to fluid flow. (The law) is not legally qualified, as a certificate that does not meet the criteria of admissibility or a juror whodoes not have his
personal interest in the outcome of the case to work. (Economy) add anything to interchangeable Not producing the desired effect: extravagance. See the study in syn.effective (employment problem) (employment problem) prone to work or treatment: highly skilled and experienced; fully qualified presence or
demonstrating mental skill or related to practical necessities of life; article: characterized or shown originality or innovation: the ability to plan and accomplish things in an orderly manner: the characteristic of being effective, to achieve results. state or condition to be effective. Effectiveness is defined as the ability to do what
is required or to be effective in producing a result. The ratio of power that is connected by the device to the power that is provided to run it. Innovative skill or imagination; intelligence. (Computers) to increase computing speed and efficiency (program), as by rewriting instructions. Explanation or interpretation on the basis
of rationality is incapable; No intentional, ineffective: unable to defend oneself or work unaided. Lacking firmness in personality or willpower: producing or able to produce the desired effect of industrious definition is a hardworking, dedicated person and problem solver. Quick to learn or understand: fast and elegant at
work; Have experience in activity or in life in general: profit return; Handy: Find another word for efficiency. On this page you can discover 105 synonyms, synonyms, conventional expressions, and words related to efficiency, such as: efficiency, efficiency, efficiency, time saving, mission, professional, productive,
appropriate, effective, fast, ingenious and accomplished. Page 2 about examplestermsprivacy &amp; cookie policyPower Thesaurus © 2021 its authorities depend on its effectiveness on its deliberative and stressful efforts. Mediaeval SocialistBede Jarrett under the most efficient Republican gerrymander, there are
probably 13 safe Republican seats, with Democrats packed in one seat Pittsburgh and four in and around Philadelphia.America needs a Democratic revolutionMetheo Yglesiasseptember 17, 2020contexts ≤, or cause the effects of having the ability to produce financial growth or gain or related benefit having a convincing
effect indicating the effectiveness or dominance of a particular job fulfilling its function characterized by a sufficient lye economy management and good resources (people and influential resources) Strong in rank, position, or center without obstacles or difficulties able to provide self-provision independently of others
complete with regard to every detail strong and healthy, full of energy providing great benefit or benefit being regularly busy ... More ▸ (than system) able to maximize productivity in any calculation of additional resources everything intended to be utilitarian and efficient, in of relaxation or rest. Capable of achieving results,
or bringing about the effects of this device is very effective in handling complex calculations. (Attributed to a person) having the ability to make wise and cautious decisions about the use of resources she's probably the most efficient hairdresser I've ever come across, and I've come across a lot of hairdressers in my life.
Having or referring to an effective, practical and methodical approach to a single business or task is quick, fast and fast having the ability to produce financial growth or get neat from or with regard to the benefit of having a convincing effect indicating the effectiveness or dominance of a particular business fulfilling its
function adequately characterized by economy, good money management and resources with good value or return with regard to money, time, or effort exerted (of persons) influential or strong in rank, position, or situation without obstacles or Complete difficulties, total able to provide self-provision independently of
others complete with regard to all the details having all the necessary components or features accurately equipped in a small, strong and healthy space, full of energy always successful provide great benefit or benefit being regularly busy able to be reliable
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